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Philly Vets Honored

Labor Law
Club Rises
From Ashes

By John Gambescia

Reports read that some wept,
some prayed, and some sang. The
culmination of a three year fund
raiser to honor 630 Philadelphia
area servicemen who died or were
missing in action in the Vietnam
War. It was time to pay tribute
and "welcome home," in a special
way, those brave men who fought
and died for a cause still not fully
understood by many Americans
today.

By Michael W. Jones

Student interest in the field of
labor law is undergoing a renais
sance of sorts. As if reawakened
from a state of cryogenic hiber
nation, the Labor Law Club has
been revived by an enterprising
IL, John Thomas, and numerous
other interested students. So far
this year the group has held
several informal meetings with a
roundtable discussion format.
Since the club had been inactive

On October 25, over 1,000 people
gathered for a candlelight proces
sion from the Constitution PaviljojTjo the n§w Philadelphia Viet-

for the past several years, it \s

Mnt "fife Strong driving force

Penn's Landing. Friends, family,
loved ones, and patriots stood
shoulder to shoulder during the
thirty minute reading of the 630
names. One by one, each name
was read aloud and each soldier
honored in a special way.
One paper reported that one of
the chaplains of the ceremony,
Vietnam Veteran James E. Pierce,
brought tears to the eyes of many
as he spoke of the senselessness
of war and the tragedy of untimely
deaths.
"We remember the aching
desire of first wanting to come
home ... we also remember some
of us whose last rememberance
was of battle and who never came
home. They died reluctantly for
their country," Pierce said.
"And through out tears, we ask,
how could we, how could we? For
war took so much from us, it took
youth, it took our innocence, it

,•-

Vietnam Memorial in Philadelphia
took our friends."
After Pierce concluded his
remarks, an amunition box con
taining tracings of the 630 names,
taken from the Vietnam Memorial
in Washington, was given to
Edward Scott, a member of the
Last Patrol.
The Last Patrol was a group of
Vietnam Veterans who walked
from Washington to Philadelphia
last May and raised $750,000 for
the city's memorial.
Total cost for the construction
and maintenance of the memorial
was close to 1 million dollars.
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Additional funding came from
individual and corporate dona
tions, and T-shirt sales with the
names of the 630 servicemen
honored on the wall.
The memorial is an outdoor
amphitheater consisting of two
granite and brick walls facing
each other. One wall is charcoal
gray granite in the shape of a semi
circle, with the names of the 630
servicemen engraved on it. On the
opposite wall are ten granite
panels depicting scenes from the
war — troops leaping from helic
opters, scenes of combat and the
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evacuation from Saigon.
Now that the memorial is built
and officially dedicated, what
remains to be said? Maybe
nothing. Or, maybe a lot more.
This remains to be seen.
For those who are unfamiliar
with the why and how of Vietnam,
the memorial offers a ripe starting
point to begin to discover for
themselves answers to their ques
tions. And for those who need no
other answer but a name on the
wall, the memorial offers a place
to "welcome home" a loved one
in a very special way.
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behind the Labor Law Club's
resurgence.
Members are quite diverse.
Many have no previous experience
at all, so that should be no barrier
to participating if one is interest
ed. Others in the group have held
professional positions in the
trenches of labor disputes, so to
speak. Chairman John Thomas
worked as an Industrial Labor
Relations Specialist for Bechtel
Corp., an international construc
tion firm, before coming to study
law this year at Villanova. John
comes from a union family with
a long history of negotiators and
labor officials. Among his credits,
he lists working for management
during the construction of the
Limerick Nuclear Plant. Vicechairman Lisa O'Leary, a 3L,
provides an interesting counter
point, having worked as a labor
organizer in non-union shops,
thus gaining some practical expe
rience in the labor environment.
Cutting-edge issues in the field
of labor law include picket Hne
violence, Stephen Traitz and the
Philadelphia Roofers' Union,
Labor Management Relations,
Affirmative Action, and the Equal
Employment Opportunity Com
mission. The group plans on
having guest speakers come to the
Law School to talk on topics such
as these.
The club's sponsoring faculty
member is Professor Henry Perritt, the law school's labor guru,
who is also moderating this year's
Law Review Symposium on Labor
Law. Club members hope to pro
vide some assistance and support
to the symposium.
For anyone with a background
in labor and employment (most of
us have held a job at some point'
in our lives) or those merely
curious about this fascinating
field of law, the one-two combi
nation of the Labor Law Club and
Law Review Symposium on Feb
ruary 27 is sure to be a knockout.
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EDITORIAL
Silence is Consent
If this month's ouster of Moscow party boss Yeltsin shows
anything, it's that we should never be appeased by the lip service
of any regime. Yeltsin was all but exiled for criticizing the too
deliberate pace of reform in the Soviet Union, even under
Gorbachev's "glasnost." All too often students here grumble
about their frustration or disagreement with the working of law
school but when the suggestion is made to articulate their protest,
excuses are proffered: "They're not going to do anything
anyway;" or, "Our school's no worse than others;" and the everpopular, "I'm too busy to lodge a protest or write a letter." We
prefer to think that these excuses come not from laziness but
from fear that in some way questioning the status quo at a
less-than-progressive law school might jeopardize one's glorious
future here. There's safety in numbers signing petitions for
graduation speakers but when it comes to grievances particular
to the individual — like forcing students from their sickbeds
to take exams — a hasty retreat is beaten. The fear of being
singled out is understandable. But this isn't Russia. Moreover,
enough little injustices abound to make one unwilling to go to
the mat on every issue. But grumbling to your colleagues at
the cafeteria table is preaching to the choir. If you really want
to strike a discordant note of protest, make your voice heard
upstairs.

Sour Grapes
Not since our schoolyard days when the kid not chosen for
a pickup game threatened to take his ball home have we heard
anything like this. A smattering of malcontents ^umbhng about
not making the cut for the next round of the Reimel Moot Court
competition. Some apparently indict the scoring system; others,
the judges. One even stalked a Moot Court Board member through
the halls to voice his vehement opposition to the way briefs are
scored. Another penned an anonymous letter to us, alluding more
to the sexual frustrations of a particular Moot Court member
than any concrete criticism of the Reimel competition. Two
things strike us about this pettiness. First, the editorial board
promised a deluge of JetterS:4eUneating the flaws of _the_;
Reimel "systemTlVone arrived in the three-week period between

the announcement of third-round participants and this paper's
deadline. Second, and perhaps most importantly, we all have
to endure the same disadvantages of a system that even the
Moot Court Board is quick to admit ain't perfect. To almost
all of those who blame the system instead of themselves for
their failure to make the cut this year, next year you'll have
no excuse because — at least in your mind — you "know" why
you didn't advance. In the meantime, get ready for the summer
of your life in the real world where there ain't no scoring sheets;
just imperfect judges and an imperfect system.

Let's "Co-op
There's an interesting television commercial running lately
where all you see is a young job applicant sitting across a desk
from the camera, obviously situated to put you — the viewer
— in the interviewer's seat. The interviewer breaks the ice with
a simple question about work experience. At which point the
applicant starts stammering, and you can just see his mind racing
through his recent past like a computer search on Lexis
struggling to find the correct search terms. The problem is, as
you learn from the tag-line of the commercial, sponsored by a
"cop-op" education consortium, this kid's fresh out of college.
His experience consists of Psych I, English Lit, maybe a few
Business courses. He's not ready for the mailroom, let alone
the boardroom. Granted, many of us here spend our summers
working in the law; some even in structured clerkships or other
similar programs. But then we doff our briefcases for backpacks
come August. Some of us try to strike a balance between work
and school throughout the year, only to find it difficult to excel
at either. Why not offer a totally clinical semester for thirdyear students? A structured program at a law firm or government
agency whereby we could focus all our educational energies on
the practice of some of these holy doctrines we've spent the
first two years studying. Besides, come third year a lot of those
doctrines start repeating themselves in different substantive law
settings. For example, aren't Land use and Modern Land really
Advance Property courses? Sales and Contracts are similarly
related, no? Of course, they are important courses for
practitioners headed into those fields. But do the rest of us really
need to fine-tune our doctrinal stores of knowledge to that extent?
Aren't our underpinnings in the foundation courses enough to
enable us to look up such specific problems if and when they
arise later in practice? One professor here contends that a
program of law study should either span two years or four years.
His point is that three years isn't long enough to touch all the
doctrinal bases anyway. So why not use part of that third year
to get us "on-line" for the practice of law? Even those of us
who are lucky to have secured enrollment in the few clinical
courses offered here still face days when we have to trade off
time for them in favor of our doctrinal courses, and vice versa.
It's a tug-of-war we can't win.

Letter to the
Editor
Dear Editor:

I will start by laying the issue
right out on the table; I have the
eternal student gripe; it's called
Exam scheduling. Everyone is
familiar with the phenomenon, it
happens to many unfortunate
students in the second and third
year ... you get an awful exam
schedule. Villanova's administra
tion has set up guidelines for a
few conservative exceptions. For
example, if you have more than
one exam in one day or if you have
exams on three consecutive days,
you can request a scheduling
change. Despite these allowances,
there are still many difficult
situations a student can fall into
(like five exams in the first week),
for which there is no relief.
I went to speak to the Dean to
find out more on this issue, since
I am one of those unfortunates.
Dean Garbarino was extremely
gracious and told me that he could
tell that I was an organized person
and I would do just fine. I appre
ciated the compliment but the
bottom line was he couldn't do
anything about it. He explained to
me that Villanova had considered
publishing the exam times at
registration period (which is the
practice at numerous other law
schools), but the suggestion was
voted down at the faculty meeting.
The Dean explained further, that
Dean Abraham and other faculty
had felt that by publishing the
exam schedule at registration it
would, cause_ students to pick
courses foj^ the wrong
found this rationale unsafisTacto
ry and I suppose this is the crux
of my gripe. Like many issues in
law school, I have found that
picking courses is a balancing
process and no single factor would
cause me to take a class or not
to take it. For example, many
people don't like classes early in
the morning or late in the after
noon. Some people need a day or
two off in the week to work. Some
professors are popular and some
•
(Continued on page 3)

be the ideal environment in which
to propose the contrary result,
Recently, one of my professors since there is not the practical
asked our class if we thought a need to win lawsuits in the context
particular line of cases was result- of a pre-existing framework of
oriented. After a fair number said decided law. Rather, there is the
yes, he pointed out that it really opportunity to assess the under
didn't matter whether we thought pinnings of the terms of the
so, since, as lawyers, we would debate, instead of merely reiter
have to argue the enunciated, if ating the debate itself. Too often,
arbitrary, principles on which the however, the emphasis is on what
case law rested. By implication, the law is and not what it might
his remark conjured up a humor be. A major paradigm of legal
ous vision of an attorney (not a education, and of the casebook
Villanova graduate) telling the method in particular, is that one
Supreme Court that since its seeks out and starts with the
previous decisions in this area framework of black-letter law.
were so clearly result-oriented, Professors speak of "getting the
the rules enunciated in them law out"; in doing so, they neces
should simply be ignored. From a sarily close as many avenues as
purely practical point of view, it they open.
The irony is that courts often
isn't likely to happen. From a
theoretical and pedagogical pers reach landmark decisions by
pective, though, it's a valuable uprooting and replacing an entire
exercise in independent thinking. conceptual framework. The
The problem of poor precedent uprooting often entails explana
illustrates a fundamental tension tion of why a particular rule is
in the common law, growing out no longer useful or significant in
of a court's attempt to reach the a newly recognized context. It
"just" or "proper" result at the involves undercutting the value of
same moment that it enunciates the prior precedent by denying the
or follows binding precedent. validity of the terms in which the
Nevertheless, the notion that this debate had previously been cast.
tension compels static acceptance And the enunciation of a new
of a debate in which the terms precedent is accomplished primar
have been irrevocably fixed fails ily by utilizing a new system of
to recognize the true significance discrimation which more closely
,
. What stare decisis.;

by Christina M. Valente

says is not that precedent is

always controlling, but that there
must be instances when it will not
control. Otherwise, there would
be no need to postulate an idea
of precedence; the so-called rule
would merely be a foregone con
clusion or assumption. In the very
act of characterizing a rule as
such, or in deeming that a decision
has precedential value, one admits
the possibility of the contrary
result.
The law school setting should

societal ordering. (The develop

ment of landlord-tenant law, or of
family law, from a status orien
tation to a contract orientation,
furnishes good examples.)
Knowing the law and the pres
ent terms of the debate may be
sufficient for the purpose of
taking exams and passing the bar.
But if lawyers are social architects
— and they cannot help but be
— then law students should be
learning to revolutionize the terms
of the debate as well.
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OP-ED
Undue Process: Keep Your S.O.B.
By B.S. Finkel

First time the professor began
to speak in my first law school
class, a bit of music went through
my mind. A phrase, from a popular
Billy Joel song, suggested itself
and echoed through the earlobes
of my brain.
It fit perfectly with the feeling
I got as I listened to the professor,
and I couldn't shake it, that Billy
Joel song, a big hit a few years
ago... "Sing us a song, you're the
piano man." No wait, I'm con
fused. The Billy Joel song was
Pressure. Yeah, that's right,
Pressure. Good thing, too, because
I was going to try comparing the
professor to "Uptown Girl" next.
There's a lot of pressure in law
school. Some people will tell you
that law school is chock-full of
pressure. Make them define the
word chock-full. They probably
have no idea what it means either.
While I can't help you with the
meaning of chock-full (although I
still have memories of my father
saying, "Hey, young man, where
do you think you're going?! That
chock is barely half-full!" —
childhood can leave so many
scars), I think I can clear up the
concept of pressure.
This concept of pressure is not
unlike the idea of the pressure you
put into a bicycle tire. Nobody
understands what pounds of pres-

can I have my i.d. back?) while
below not only is there no net,
there isn't even a rim or a back
board. You shudder as you hear
the roar of the crowd. And to top
it all off, that funny odor is not
the smell of the greasepaint.
If you do happen to fall, try and
land on your feet. Failing that, try
and land on top of the tiny clown
car, the one the sixty-seven tiny
clowns pile in and out of. Then
you can bounce right back up and
make people think it's all part of
the act. Even if you can't, maybe
you can take a few of the clowns
with you.
It's very easy to lose your S.O.B.
Famous football coach Vince
Lombardi lost his early on in life.
Lombardi used to routinely treat
genetically-mutated slabs of mus
cle tissue disguised as human
beings (who in other countries
would have been jailed as threats
to public safety, or in the Eastern
bloc, assigned to the women's
Olympic shotputting team) with
the same respect we might accord
to a younger sibling wearing a
mustache made out of Silly Putty.
Vince is credited with the quota
tion "Winning isn't everything;
it's the only thing." With that
attitude, my guess is that Vince
went to Harvard Law. A more
fully-developed S.O.B. helps you
realize there's a lot more to life

he liked it. I had to kill him. He
was insane.
by John Bravacos
of the C.I.A.
Police: Well, okay, but just be more
I originally asked the editors to
The symposium began with the
careful next time.
entitle this piece, "Three Johns Go President's
powers
as
See? If our protagonist hadn't
South in Search of Adventure, or Commander-in-Chief versus the
maintained his S.O.B. and come VLS Federalist Society Attends Congress' War and Appropria
up with that great Sanka insanity National Society Symposium," tions powers. Other panels
defense, he could be doing time for
but they said they couldn't included: The First Amendment
a tort instead of doing Torts for squeeze all that onto one headline. and National Security, The Trea
a time.
Suffice it to say that 3Ls John ty Power, and What the Consti
Just as a related aside, Sanka
Regan, John McMillan and myself, tution Means by Executive Power.
is a registered trademark of Gener
all members of the VLS Chapter Professors from Yale, Duke, the
al Foods, and is probably not so of the Federalist Society, did in Universities of Virginia and Chi
bad that you should kill Robert
fact attend the Federalist Society's cago, among others, joined Admin
Young rather than drink it. There. National
Symposium
on istration attorneys from the Jus
That was to satisfy certain copy
November 6th and 7th in tice Department and the State
right lawyers, who as a general
Washington, D.C. Five panels and Department in bringing to light
rule never do recover the S.O.B. six addresses covered different many constitutional issues in the
they lost back in law school and aspects of Foreign Affairs and the current debate between the White
would be all over me like senators Constitution: the roles of the House and Congress.
at a confirmation hearing of a President, the Congress and the
The VLS chapter of the Feder
nominee who had been an Elvis Courts. Among the many speakers alist Society is in the process of
impersonator in his spare time.
and panelists were Caspar Wein obtaining video tapes of the Sym
Keeping your S.O.B. isn't all
berger, Senator Orrin Hatch and
posium for the Law School
that hard. You only have to William Webster, current director Library.
remember there's more to life
than law books, case books, sup
plements, handouts, hornbooks,
court reporters, law review arti (Continued from page 2)
with the anxiety of having exams
cles and Black's Law Dictionary.
are not. Each individual is inter so close together that an already
It's so important just to remember ested in certain subject areas that draining task of exam-taking
there is definitely more, that you
others are not. I could probably becomes almost insurmountable.
don't have to limit your experience go on forever, but the point is that It becomes a physical challenge (if
to those afore-mentioned books
I'm sure there is no single factor, you are one of the unfortunate
and reading assignments your
like having a good exam schedule, students) of how long you can
professors insist upon, that there
which would cause a law student marathon study. Is this what we
is more to law school life that can
to take a class they did not want. want our exam time tocome down
make you more complete: of course
Besides all of the personal factors, to?
there are requirements in 5 cate
As an afterthought, the only
gories which every student must time I have ever taken a class I
fulfill. I don't think that publish did not want to take was when
ing an early exam schedule at I was closed out of all the others
registration would be a hardship and it was the only option left.
for a small school such as VillanI am really not the comp\a\nit\g
lii
Mi
^ttiden ts ^CTWmiy fleiserve organ - don't underetand?????????
izational options, so after a long
Jamie Sheller,
semester of work they are not hit
2L

Letter to the Editor (cont.)

"Law school is like walking a tightrope. All eyes in the big
top are upon you; there's no hiding in the glare of the spot""'^ight. You shudder as you hear the roar of the crowd.^Amd^
to top it all off, that funny odor is not the smell of the
greasepaint."
sure per square inch means
(nobody who's popular at parties,
anyway), but everyone knows
that if you put too much pressure
into a tire, it will explode into a
horrible mass of stringy shredded
rubber strands. I can almost hear
you say, "But Steve, I'm a law
school student, not a bicycle tire.
How does this relate to me?" (I
can also almost hear trees telling
dirty jokes — I think it may be
time to see a specialist). Still, with
outlines piling up even higher
than your unwashed laundry,
critical tests looming like, well,
critical tests, go look at yourself
in the mirror. Compare your
mental image of a horrible mass
of stringy shredded rubber
strands with your mirror image
of yourself. Ella, is it live, or is
it Memorex? ("Well, honey, it
certainly ain't live.")
The thing is, you don't have to
let yourself turn into a human
facsimile of an imploded Schwinn
radial. Unless that kind of thing
appeals to you.
There are a few courses of
action to prevent this. One, the
most obvious, is to drop out. So
it's settled then. Off you go! But
wait — that would be a waste,
they've already got your picture
pasted in on all the seating charts.
So try something else: keeping
your sense of balance (or, for
brevity's sake, your S.O.B.).
It's so important to keep your
sense of balance. I feel an analogy
coming on. Bear with me, it'll be
over soon. Law school is like
walking a tightrope. All eyes in
the big top are upon you; there's
no hiding in the glare of the
spotlight. You attempt to edge
your way along a thin wire,
thinner even than your Legal
Research notes, (just kidding-now

than winning. There's also losing
and tying. Somehow, that's sup
posed to make you feel better.
Today, there's a service station on
the Jersey Turnpike named after
Vince Lombardi. If that's not a
tribute fit for his philosophy, I
don't know what is. Do you want
a service station on the Jersey
Turnpike bearing your name?
Well then, you'd better start
seeing to you S.O.B.
Someone once said, "When
you've got your health, you've got
everything." I'm pretty sure it
wasn't Vince Lombardi. People
with a good S.O.B. maintain their
health in numerous ways. They
eat. They sleep. They shower.
They engage in physical and
social activities. Often they leave
the library. Here, look, a little
vignette to illustrate, featuring a
cameo role by Robert Young,
wearing a white smock. He doesn't
usually do cameos in law school
newspaper columns, but I practi
cally grew up with Bud and
Kitten.
Son of S.O.B.: I'm sick and tired
of all this studying crap!
Dr. Welby:Gee, Son, you're awfully
high-strung lately. It could be the
coffee you 're drinking.
Son: Who are you? How did you
get in here?!
Dr. Welby: Try some of this decaf
feinated Sanka.
Son: Stay away from me! I'm
warning you!!
Dr. Welby: Mmmm. Great coffee
taste ... here, have a sip.
Son: Back off, you sicko! I've got
a gun!!

[The gun discharges, killing
Dr. Welby]
Police: Why'd you do it. Son?
Son: I had to. It was self-defense.
He tried to make me drink coffee
that was ... decaffeinated. He said

AS I SEE IT

I'm talking about those commer
cial outlines. (We're all adults
here, right?)
The best way to keep you S.O.B.
is to escape, to do something to
help you completely wipe all
thoughts oflaw school from your
mind every now and then. Maybe
listen to some music, a Billy Joel
album. Pedal around the neigh
borhood on your bike, or take in
the circus. Watch a football game.
Go for a drive up the Jersey
Turnpike. Sit back and have a
nice cup of de-caf. See a specialist.
There's noway doing any of these
things could possibly remind you
of the intense, consuming pres
sure you're under even as you read
this article. No way at all.
Finally, I'll let you in on my own
secret. If you still need help
keeping your S.O.B., just do what
I do: wear those paper-and-plastic
3-D glasses to class. No matter
what happens to you, this will
always help you keep everything
in perspective.
As an added bonus, if you do
wear those 3-D glasses, most
people you bump into will mistake
the 3-D glasses for real ones and
won't hit you. There may be the
odd aggressor who will take a
swing, in which case his fist will
look really awesome as it heads
for your nose — it's like, it jumps
right out at you! See how easy it
is to keep you S.O.B. with the
right attitude? Here I am getting
punched out, and it doesn't bother
me in the least. Funny, since
starting law school, I've learned
to get used to this feeling. In fact,
some people may tell you that law
school is chock-full of that feeling.
Ignore their 3-D glasses and
punch them out. Remember:
S.O.B. or not S.O.B. That is the
question.
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LuliE^s LAW TRIVIA

1. How many Justices must vote
to review a case for the U.S.
Supreme Court to grant a
writ of certiorari?
2. At what law school does
Supreme Court nominee,
Judge Anthony Kennedy,
teach constitutional law?
3. Who is Chief Judge of the 3rd
Circuit Court of Appeals?
4. Name one of the two female
judges on the 3rd Circuit
Court of Appeals.
5. With which University is the
McGeorge School of Law
affiliated?
6. Where is the Gonzaga University School of Law?
7. What make of car was
involved in Worldwide Volks
wagen V. Woodson?

8. Which modern case estab
lished a constitutional right
to privacy?
9. Which constitutional amend
ment guarantees the free
exercise of religion?
10. What kind of action can a,
shareholder bringon behalf of
a corporation?
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OP-ED

Legal Community Must Respond to AIDS
by Sam McLaughlin

I wish I could turn off my
emotions and simply report to
you, the reader, on the recent
development of an AIDS Litigation
Reporter in the suburbs of Phila
delphia. But I can't. I can't because
I am upset. And I am upset
because I care.
1 care because I am a fellow
human being living in a society
where other fellow human beings
are dying, and not just one or two,
but thousands, and there is no
cure in sight.
I care because these people are
not just dying but they are dying
without the dignity and respect
they deserve as fellow human
beings. They are viewed as the
lepers of modern society, given all
the benefits and privileges as prior
lepers to feel all the pain of
isolation and discrimination just
as in times past.
I care because I have seen the
faces of the dying AIDS patients.
I have felt their pain and anguish.
And I have walked along the
border of their blanket of tears
down in Washington.
If you saw what I saw and felt
what I felt, I feel confident that
your ignorance and fear would
melt away with each passing tear.
For the longer we tolerate such
injustices, the longer such inno
cent victims will be made to
suffer. But how can I make you,
the reader, care as I care? If my
contrite statements do not appeal
to your emotions because law
school has taken them all away,
then I'll appeal to what law school
has replaced them with — namely,
hard-core facts.
From January 1,1981, to August
31,1987, there were 41,366 report
ed cases of AIDS in this country.
Of that number, 23,884 people
have died.
Even closer to home: From

wise, past creations of second
class citizenships, as in World
War II, could acquire an air of
legitimacy that they neither
deserve nor warrant, nor shall
they ever.
Unfortunately, saying that it
should not matter doesn't mean
that it does not matter. But think
of the ramifications of saying that
it does matter. Do gay AIDS
victims somehow deserve less
care, attention and love? And if
so, why? Just because they are
different. Does that make sense,
does it really make sense, especial
ly when you bring it to its logical
conclusion, namely, that just
because the victims are gay, they
deserve to die?
I don't think that will ever make
sense to me, and I would like to
give the reader more credit and
say that I don't think it makes
sense to you either. Maybe you
just never thought about such
ramifications. Or worse still,
maybe you did, but just don't care
D\) you think the Reagan
Administration thought about
AIDS back in 1981? Do you think
they did but figured because it
was a gay disease that no one else
cared? But they care NOW —
right? I mean they created an
AIDS commission — Do you think
it was an oversight that even
though the gay AIDS population
accounts for over three-fourths of
the total AIDS population, there
is only one gay member on that
commission — and there was a
large controversy even over that
one appointment. Was the,re,likfwise a large controversy
ths
appointment oi ine L-aruinal from
New York, an avowed homophob
ic? Do you think he sits next to
the gay member? Or do you think
he's afraid — afraid to learn
something that is? Do you think

Why should a society which treats
living gays as second-class citizens
treat dying gays any differently?
November 1,1981, tojune 4,1987,
there were 612 reported cases of
AIDS in the Philadelphia County.
Of that number, 393 people have
died. In Bucks County there were
38 cases, of which 10 have died.
In Delaware County there were 44
cases, of which 10 have died. In
Montgomery County there were
36 cases, of which 5 have died.
These statistics do not mean
much unless the faces are con
nected up to the statistics. Of the
612 cases in the Philadelphia
County; 481 involve gay/bisexual
males, accounting for 79.2%; 43
involve intravenous drug users,
accounting for 7.1%; 46 invol\7e
gay/bisexual intravenous drug
users, accounting for 7.6%; 10
involve blood transfusions given
to gay/bisexual males, accounting
for 1.6%; 4 involve blood transfu
sions given to heterosexuals,
accounting for 0.7%; 5 involve
heterosexuals, accounting for
0.8%; 1 involves a hemophiliac,
accounting for 0.2%j; 17 comprise
the other category, accounting for
2.8%; 4 involve children of AIDS
infected parents; 1 involves a child
who received a blood transfusion.
Right up front it is apparent
that gay/bisexual males comprise
the largest percentage of victims.
So how does that matter? It
DOESN'T or at least it
SHOULDN'T. One should treat
the disease irrespective of the
identity of the patient, for there
is just no room for second class
citizenship when dealing with a
grave matter like death. Other

it really advances the medical and
legal issues surrounding AIDS
when you call it a punishment
from God ...
Do you think that if this disease
affected straight people, like
Legionaires Disease, that there
would be a cure by now? Do you
think if this disease affected
straight people that there would
still be so much unfounded hys
teria and confusion over the
health issues ...
Do you think I sound angry and
upset over what's happened thus
far? Do you think I have a righti
to be? Do you think you'd be angry
if your friends or you yourself
were treated in such a way?
Finally, notwithstanding how I
feel, do you think the actual AIDS
victims are angry and upset
because of such mistreatment?
Guess what, they are ... just
like you would be ...
But why should I expect a
society which already treats gays
as second-class citizens while they
are LIVING, to treat them any
differently while they are DYING.
Take, for example, employment
discrimination. Did you realize
that in the private sector, despite
all of the exceptions to the
Employment-at-Will Doctrine,
employers are still free to dis
charge gays simply for being gay?
Now that you know, do you care?
I think that the most ironic result
would occur if a national statute
banning discrimination based on
AIDS were enacted, because then
employers who discovered an

employee with AIDS could not
discharge that employee for hav
ing AIDS (despite any possible
health concerns) but could still
discharge that same employee for
being gay (despite the absence of
any health concerns, but based
merely upon the presence of
unfounded prejudices of the
employer). With the chances that
an AIDS victim would also be gay
running at over 3 out of 4, it is
not illogical to conclude that
having AIDS would lead an
employer to suspect that such an
employee was also gay, producing
the indirect result of getting the
employee fired not for having
AIDS but for being gay. Do you
think the gay employee with AIDS
would derive much of a benefit
from such a law?
Out of this whole tragedy, two
positive lights shine through.
First is the overwhelming
response of the gay community in
organizing itself to confront this
horrific disease. Unfortunately,
the initial stimulus for such
organizing came from a basic
suspicion on the part of the gay
community against placing any
trust in the straight community.
(Of course, with decisions like
Bowers it is understandable where
this mistrust came from.) The
feeling was that gay people would
take care of their own. And sure
enough they did. They established
a national informational system
to provide the much needed emo
tional and practical support for
the victims. But soon the gay
community realized that it was
not enough, they needed the help
of -the medical Community. 'The'
response given by the medical
community provides the second
positive light. For indeed, the
entire medical community, from
the very top people like Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop down to
the support staff reached out with
an unprecedented amount of love
and caring for these dying AIDS
patients. I commend the efforts of
both the gay and medical com
munities for having the courage
and commitment to help when no
one else would.
Now, finally, it is up to the legal
community to lend its support to
the dying. We must respond with
compassion and not reaction. But
before the support is fully realized,
there first needs to be information.
The legal community needs accu
rate information to provide its
lawyers and judges with the
appropriate tools to work out the
complex legal issues surrounding
this disease. With this in mind,
I turn now to the creation of a new
AIDS Litigation Reporter promis
ing to fulfill this vital need for
information within the legal com
munity in this area. But first, one
final comment. My only hope is
that the same legal community
which allows gays to be treated
as second-class citizens can go
beyond their prejudices and treat
all dying AIDS patients, even gay
patients, with the proper dignity
and respect that all fellow human
beings deserve, and in this way
start to do away with this ridic
ulous second class treatment, or
at least, do away with it where
the dying are concerned. Even if
we can't give gay people the
proper dignity and respect they
deserve while living, just maybe
we can give it to them while they
are dying. It's the least they
deserve, don't you think?
By way of background material,
it is important to mention that
there are already a number of
AIDS Litigation Reporters operat
ing in the legal market. Two of
the better-known legal publica
tions include: "AIDS Update,"

published by Buraff Publications,
a subsidiary of the Bureau of
National Affairs (BNA) publish
ers. Since Lambda is a gay legal
defense organization, their Update
can be expected to contain a gay
perspective on the AIDS issues.
The Update is published once a
month, and has been in existence
for about two years. The cost of
a yearly subscription is $30 for a
Lambda member, $50 for a nonmember, and $75 for institutions.
For more information and/or to
order a subscription, please call
(212) 995-8585. Unlike the more
traditional AIDS reporters which
concentrate on mainly legal
issues, Buraff's AIDS Policy &
Law covers both the legal and
economic issues surrounding

nation newsletter and reporter.
The Reporter's editor is Art
McGuire. The breakdown by
pages of the Reporter includes the
first 30 pages as basic summations
of the most recent decisions in the
area of AIDS litigation. The cases
summarized in the Reporter are
broken down into the respective
categories according to the topics
dealt with in the case. Some of
the categories of cases appearing
in the first issue include: confiden
tiality, inmate rights, health care,
and marital issues. The remainder
of the Reporter collects exact
reproductions, shrunken down in
size, of briefs submitted and
opinions rendered at all stages of
a lawsuit, including preliminary
decisions made on discovery and

AIDS Litigation Reporters fulfill
vital need for legal information
AIDS. The reporter comes out
every two weeks, and has been in
existence since January of 1986.
The cost of a yearly subscription
is $337. For more information
and/or to order a subscription,
please call (202) 452-7889.
Friday, November 13, 1987,
marks the date of the first issue
of the new Aids Litigation Repor
ter, being published by Andrews
Publications in the suburbs of
Philadelphia, in Edgmont. The
Reporter is a national reporter and
consists of approximately 95
pages. The proper term for the
new Reporter is a News & Doc
uments reporter, signifying the
'styte-of-the Reporter-as- a

pre-trial motions.
The Reporter is first and fore
most dedicated to providing attor
neys, litigating AIDS cases, both
for plaintiffs and defendants, with
the most up-to-date information
as possible. In this light, the
Reporter publishes the actual
briefs submitted by the attorneys
in order to provide its readership
with insight into the different
trial strategies being employed by
other AIDS litigators. Also, the
Reporter not only covers the final
opinions which affect AIDS litiga
tion, but tracks and reports the
most recent developments in
AIDS litigation at the pre-trial and

THE
PAPER CHASE
by Walter Lucas
Comedians like to poke fun at
New Yorkers for their callousness
to crime. I'm old enough to
remember how they earned that
reputation. It stuck when neigh
bors of Kitty Genovese, a lone
Manhattan apartment dweller,
told newspaper reporters that
they heard the young woman's
screams for help pierce their
courtyard as an attacker killed
her, but "didn't want to get
involved." Some 30 years later,
New Yorkers mourned the brutal
death of another one of their
neighbors — Lisa Steinberg, a sixyear-old girl whose foster father
(an attorney) allegedly killed her
earlier this month. What makes
the little girl's death especially
tragic is that neighbors now say
they constantly heard her scream
ing as if she were being tortured.
Wracked with sorrow and guilt,
little Lisa's neighbors made the
sidewalk in front of her apartment
house a veritable shrine, where
they deposited flowers and wept
openly for all the world to see on
the evening network news broad
casts. But it's the irony of this ex
post facto outpouring of emotion
that strikes me as especially
newsworthy. If it takes dead
bodies just to arouse compassion
and concern, what does it take to
evoke involvement and action?
Granted, in this era of hyperprivacy we have become conditi
oned to minding our own business.
But that societal conditioning can
cloud the real issue, making it
hard to know whether we just
don't care enough to get involved
or whether we choose not to. The
latter is an affirmative decision

arrived at by at least a millisecond
of introspection; the former is no
decision at all. Choosing to do
nothing at least presupposes that
considered
doing
we've
something.
Of course, we have to distin
guish between the times when
inaction is benign and when it is
immoral. But where do we draw
the line? Is it our business when
a parent smacks a child at the
supermarket? How about when a
neighbor beats his wife? If those
instances seem a bit parochial,
perhaps they are. But if we ignore
a call to action when it's right in
front of our noses, how can we
expect to answer it on more
subtle, global issues like offering
our legal services to those who
can't afford them? Are we to wait
until someone especially needy
walks into our office? That's
treating symptoms, not causes.
I ran into an old school chum
who works at one of the larger law
firms downtown the day after the
story of little Lisa Steinberg
broke. I commented on the need
for helping kids like Lisa, making
our services available to them. To
which he responded very matterof-factly, "We do more than our
share of pro bono cases."
I'm not knocking the efforts of
those firms that do pro bono —
just the sense of pacification that
their efforts bring to some
members of our profession. We
owe our less fortunate neighbors
on this planet more than a fashion
able share of charity. We owe
them more than our horror at
their plight. We owe them our
constant
concern
and
involvement.
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Alternatives: Eating Places
VIETNAMESE
Van's Garden
121 N. nth Street
(11th between Cherry St. and
Arch St.)
Telephone #923-2438
Don't be fooled by the low-key
appearance of this restaurant.
Van's Garden has some of the best
food and the most incredibly
inexpensive prices in the city.
Vietnamese food is what we call
Chinese food with french influen
ces combined to create the most
delectable cuisine. Some of my
favorites are Lemon Chicken or an
appetizer with spicy skewered
meat balls which you wrap in rice
paper with a light sauce and
vegetables. (Unfortunately, the
Vietnamese names for these dishes
eludes me, but luckily the menu
defines all foreign terms.) I also
recommend trying the interesting
array of iced coffees or other
bizarre drinks which contain
things like coconut milk, ice,
green noddles and red beans (it
reminds me of concoctions I made
when I was little tot in my back
yard, but the difference is these
taste great!!!). This is a restaurant
that is a IVIUST for anyone who
has an educated palate that wants
to go for its P.H.D. (B.Y.O.B. —
CASH ONLY)

CHINESE
Sang Kee Peking Duck House
238 N. 9th Street
(9th and Vine St.)

Telephone #925-7S3r ^

Having problems
with Profs?
Love life
non-existent?
Ask Aunt Emma for advice.
She has no fee schedule.

Write care of
THE DOCKET
Famous Alumni
The joy of the holiday season
is quickly approaching, and what
does that mean to law students?
Final exams, of course!
Are you a little down — wond
ering whether it's worth the pain,
aggravation and misery just to
become a lawyer SOMEDAY?
Even if you are a second-year, you
still must suffer through 20 more
exams and the bar exam.
Depressing.
However, we hope this new
column will cheer you up. It's

about people just like us who
survived the turmoil of Villanova
law school and emerged as suc
cessful practitioners in a wide
variety of areas. We will trace
their steps up the ladder of suc
cess, and hopefully learn some
thing ourselves along the way.
We are taking suggestions at
the Docket for famous alumni that
you would like to see interviewed.
Please drop your suggestions by
the Docket office within the next
month.

The decor of Sang Kee makes
Van's look like the emperor's
palace. Sang Kee is truly a hole
in the wall but it is by far and
away some of the best Chinese
food in Philadelphia. I consider
myself an authority on this sub
ject because I believe I have
sampled almost every restaurant
in Chinatown. You cannot beat
Sang Kee's crisply steamed and
varied vegetables, their plump
fresh seafood and their unique
sauces. If you want to taste
heaven, try the amazing steamed
dumplings which are too delicious
for words. Another^ wonderful
dish is shrimp with Chinese needle
noodles. There is an abundance of
large tender shrimp (none of that
defrosted stuff) in a lightly
barbecue-flavored sauce. Any of
the duck dishes are unforgettable
(especially the one that comes in
two courses). Don't hesitate to ask
for anything that you don't see on
the menu, or be creative and make
your own combinations. Sang Kee
will accommodate your almost
every whim. The only down side
to this restaurant is that it has
maintained its humble size despite
popularity, so there may be await.

ADDS

(Continued from page 4)

discovery stages right as these
preliminary rulings are made.
Since the goal of the Reporter
is dedicated to helping AIDS
litigators, therein also lies its
limitations, for the Reporter will
only cover those issues which are
relevant to AIDS litigators. Recent
medical and scientific advances in
the AIDS areas which affect AIDS
litigation will also be covered by
the Reporter. For example, the
first issue will cover the fact that
a recent study has indicated that
there have been no cases of infectin by those individuals handling
the AIDS serum. In the area of
AIDS legislation, although 450
new laws have been passed within
the last year dealing with AIDS,
the Reporter does not, at present.

But any wait is worth the chance
to consume Sang Kee bass with
black bean sauce even if it still
has its eye-balls in it. I would
suffer much worse fate just to
partake in one small order of
steamed dumplings at Sang Kee,
ahhhhhhhhh
HEAVEN!!
(B.Y.O.B. - CASH ONLY)

MOROCCAN

Marrakesh
517 South Leithgow
(a little alley off of South Street,
between 4th and 5th streets)
Telephone #925-5929
In order to dine at this restau
rant, there are a few things that
one must know. First, you must
make a reservation and there is
a price fix of $18 for an eight
course meal. Second, when you
arrive at the restaurant, which is
on a tiny back alley (look for an
awning over the doorway), ring
the doorbell, and be prepared to
enter another world. All of the
waitpersons are dressed in tradi
tional Moroccan garb and all of
the customers must do as the
Moroccans do and sit on the floor
on low couches and pillows. The
Moroccan music and decor create
an almost surrealistic, atmos
phere; it's as if there was opium
in the air. Everything slows down
and relaxes as you begin your
feast fit for a sheik. Everyone
starts out by having a ritual
washing of hands, which is very
important since the entire meal is
to be eaten with your fingers.
before you until it seems it will
never end. Each dish is wonder
fully exotic and unique in its own
way. This is an excellent choice
for a romantic date; people get
extremely cozy on the low couches
and pillows. If you never get the
chance to go to Morocco, at least
experience one of the next best
things to being there, in your own
home town.

exquisite meal at Le Bee-Fin, they
bring forth the ... DESSERT
CART ... (GASP) ... from this
cart one can pick as many desserts
as one can consume or at least as
many as one can, without embarassment. Request from the waitperson who nestles the delicacies
on lovely French china. I must
admit any airs I might have upon
entering Le Bee-Fin completely
dissolve as I ogle the confectionary
masterpieces. I have no shame.
Try Le Bee-Fin and put your couth
to the test.

ENGLISH

Four Seasons Hotel
One Logan Square (in the Swan
Lounge)
Telephone #963-1500
Another sophisticated bargain
is a traditional Tea time from 3
p.m. to 5 p.m. every day at the
Swan Lounge in the Four Seasons
Hotel. The atmosphere at the Four
Seasons is lovely and truly fit for
royalty. For only $7.50 per person,
one can partake in the most
delicious fresh-baked scones and
Twining's teas with real Devon
shire cream. English tea time is
a period during the day Americans
have never made time for, but it
is an extremely relaxing time of
the day and since as students we
still have flexible schedules, it's
best to take advantage of this
cultural experience. The sophis
ticated yet demure atmosphere is
a wonderful setting to have a chat
with a close friend or a romatic

For those people who love five
star French culinary mastery but
cannot afford it, take advantage
of the $22 price fix at Le Bee-Fin
for lunch. The food and portions
are almost equivalent to that of
dinner. (French portions never
grow to obnoxious American size,
it's always petite, no matter what
the meal.) Le Bee-Fin is considered
the "best" French restaurant in
Philadelphia and each dish is
prepared with meticulous care
and only the best ingredients.
(Typical French perfectionism.)
As the grand finale to every

certainly add a new dimension to
any Americans life.
Just in case one had time to go
to the happy hours or were too
intimidated to go to the night
clubs, luckily, Philadelphia offers
a wide array of restaurants and
everyone has to eat. Since I have
begun to write the alternatives
column, many people have asked
me, "Do you go to all of those
places?" This comment is spoken
with an intonation that suggests
that I must not have time for
schoolwork. However, I suggest
that one should not fool them
selves and stop living just because
law school creates a competitive
atmosphere. Don't think that
denial creates success. The only
thing that is sure in life is the last
minute we have just lived
through, so that it is important
to make each succeeding one
count. At any rate, I usually
answer that question by saying I
don't do T.V., so rather than
watching I am living. I implore
you take advantage of what Phi
ladelphia has to offer because
living can be the most fulfilling
thing that you will ever do with
your life. Next week: Alternative
American Restaurants.

cover the legislation side of the
law. When asked about the pos
sibility of future coverage of AIDS
legislation by the Reporter, the
editor responded that "it was
conceivable."
Three AIDS related cases fea
tured in the first issue will
include: Wife sued her bisexual
husband for AIDS-phobia... judge
dismissed the suit and ruled that
the wife was even lucky that her
husband had told her that he was
bisexual.
In Oregon, an individual was
indicted by a grand jury on a
charge of reckless endangerment
of life for having sex with another
individual while infected with the
AIDS virus. This was the first
indictment of its kind whereby
necessary element of a aireat was
allowed to be found solely upon

the act of having sex, while
infected with the disease.
In Cahfornia, the Ninth Circuit
had to rule on the question of
whether AIDS can be transmitted
through saliva, stemming out of
the case of a teacher infected with
AIDS being refused to be allowed
back into the classroom to teach.
The school board in this case had
to go through 25 AIDS medical
experts before they could find one
willing to testify to the effect that
AIDS could be transmitted
through saliva. The court, while
acknowledging that AIDS can be
isolated in .saliva, ultimately
refused to hold, that AIDS can be
transmitted tHrough saliva.
The new AIDS Reporter will be
published twice a month. The cost
of a yearly subscription is $550.
For information call 353-2565.

FRENCH
Lunch at Le Bee-Fin
1523 Walnut Street
Telephone #567-1000
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THE GAREY
HIGH SOCIAL
by Nancy Drew
and Lois Lane
Romancing the Stone

Wedding bells recently rang for
3L Roseanne S. and her new
husband, Jim L. We wish you both
much happiness! Hopefully in
your infinite marital experience
and wisdom you can offer some
words of encouragement for this
list of peers who recently commit
ted to the ball and chain.
Everyone's invited ... yes, 3L
Martha B. and distinguished
alum Joe C. have announced their
engagement. Is it true the recep
tion will be held at Gullifty's? Will
3L Ron W. be the best man?
Probably not — as recent reports
have disclosed several NONsightings of Ron at the Big G. on
weeknights. Ron, you are disap
pointing your public and risking
a good reputation.
Oye, oye 3L Joe Z. and alum
Carolyn M. are also planning to
tie the square-knot. Rumor has it
this wedding will take place in the
moot court office with a "brief"
reception in the faculty dining
room afterward. We expect the
fare to include exotic cheeses and
jugs of wine.
3L Brian W. and his fiance
Marybeth W. are jumping the
broom from 16th and Walnut. We
hear this loving couple will be
joined in bondage this upcoming
Ladies and gentlemen grab your
oxygen masks, hold on to your
hats, the last of the red hot lovers
has fallen. 3L Lois S. is sporting
a few rocks on her left hand. Lois,
does this mean the male popula
tion is once again fair game for
the rest of us mere mortals? Just
remember. Rich H., treat her
right because we know where to
find you — Johnny B. Goode —
or else! Seriously, congrats to our
"fave" couple after a perfect
engagement party hosted by 3L's
Kris S. and Barb S. at Smokey
Joe's.
One fave 2L couple has also
recently decided to enlist in the
ranks of the enslaved — Tenley
P. and Pete C. Heh, sounds like
an excellent choice for a cafeteria
wedding — TG reception. Cheers
— and cheesefries all around.
Finally, from the depths of the
Law Review office comes the news
of the engagement of 3L Pam C.
and Lee U. The question is — who
will be Editor-in-chief of this
union, and who will be relegated
to Associate? In any event — best
of luck to all of you!
Congratulations to all the
engaged (and hopefully in love)
couples. The third year class is
dropping like flies and we can only
surmise who might be next, 2L
Fran S. and IL Laurie C.?

and Speaking of Smoke's ...

Since the recent publicity about
Thirsty Thursday, a hopping
crowd has made an appearance at
that hot spot. The Herd sported
the Herd-ettes — including 2L's

Mary Kay S., Sofie R., Shari
M., Paula D., Robin F., and
Jennifer P. It seemed to us like

a good time was had by all — the
beer goggles don't lie, do they?
Several rebellion groups have
recently formed, including the
Marita Thursita group ... 3L's

Dave S. Dave P., Lou C.,
Rosemary P., Grace G., Bill F.,
Kevin M., Joe G., Bill S., 2L
John L., and alums Jamie F.,
and Mike K. Come on y'all — one

more chorus of "American Pie"
while the lights are on at closing
time. Geez, some people will just

never learn how to behave appro
priately in public.
Also, The Herd was seen try
ing to set a new trend at the Big
G. on a recent Thursday night.
Sorry guys — not enough adoring
fans to make the scene. Maybe try
Kelly's — those undergrads are
still impressionable. Let's face it,
take your shot at BMOC where
you stand a chance.

and Sporting a Good Time ...

Phi Delta Phi sponsored its
third annual fall volleyball tour
nament. Six teams of super ath
letes battled it out on the floor of
St. Mary's, while the weight of the
keg and 3L Dave S. (master
referee) supported the net through
the awesome spikes of 3L's Bob
and Kevin "the Heff' H. How
ever, the champs at the net proved
to be a IL team, the Clydes. The
IL's scored their victory over the
2L team. The H's.
Congratulations to tournament
champs, IL's Paul L., Scott P.,
Denise L., John D., Kathy S., Pete
L., Mark A., and Clyde H. (next
time, Clyde, try not to let the ball
stick to your palm so much).
The Softball tournament ended
in glory for the 2L team ORPP.

tees. Thanks to all of Penn Street
for making "ghoul things come to
life."
We heard that 2L Rene P. also
had Halloween festivities. If you
rate success by how long the beer
lasts this was an excellent coming
out (of the coffin) party. We think
it is especially gutsy to throw a
bash 'til 3:00 in the morning when
you live next door to Professor
Palm. So you're not planning on
signing up for any of his classes,
are you?

and The Beat Goes On ...

The SBA sponsored a night at
Billy Cunningham's Court that
turned out an even sixteen law
students this past Monday. Talk
about a social faux-pas. Not a total
loss, 2L Dave B., had the time
of his life and we quote, "my social
life has never been so complete."
This definitely was the little party
that couldn't.
The Law Review had its annual
faculty/top 10% of the class cock
tail party. The only interesting
scoop to come out of the stacks
was that 3L Joe F. was seen
diving off of a sidewalk after this
auspicious affair. It comes as little
surprise as he was probably
Brad M., Bruce M., Scott S., '^getting ready to handle the steeps
Eric S., Fran S., Matt R., Mike for the upcoming ski season,

by John F. Renner
and interviewed by
Suzanne Cosentino

In the future of legal instruc
tion, according to Professor Maule,
computers will be integrated with
the curriculum. The Villanova
Law School is unique because the
integration process js already
underway. Computer-assisted
legal instruction, or CALI, is the
latest technology which students
can utilize for greater comprehen
sion of the many complex and
intricate aspects of the law. Vil
lanova Law School is truly fortu
nate to have two professors active
ly pursuing frontiers of the new
technology. Professor Maule and
Professor Perritt have both
designed programs for use in the

programs, however,can also serve
as an important instructional aid.
Will computers replace the law
professor? Not quite. Computers
could never replace the menancing
growl of a professor who has just
received the wrong answer. No,
intimidating professors are here
to stay.
CALI can be applied in numer
ous ways to legal education. First,
the programs can serve as a
supplementary teaching device.
Students can review difficult
concepts discussed in class and
receive immediate responses to
their answers. Professor Maule
stresses that the "instantaneous
feedback mechanism" makes
learning quicker and easier.
Second, the programs can serve

H., Lynne P., Yolanda P., Rob and Saturday Morning Car
R., and Skip B. were in their
toons ...

glory after last Friday's win
Does anyone remember the
against Rule N|s^ Jt also lopk^ ^pisadft^when Batjn^o went out
like they were Tn an orgy oriTfie partying and lost the Batmobile?
field during their post game cele For those of you who missed it
bration or whatever you want to the first time around — the re
call such an embarassing display run was re-enacted live recently
of enthusiasm. ORPP won this in the Haverford College area
one fair and square. Sorry, Rule courtesy of a 3L "Batman" and
Nisi, but they just played a better his helpful assistant 3L "Robin."
game that day. We would say After battling with the evil forces
better luck next year but that of towing services and policemen,
wouldn't be appropriate. So, until Robin saved the day by revealing
another series. Dr. K ... By the the location of the lost Batmobile.
way Bruce (alias Fernando Valen- The moral of this story: He who
zuela). Dr. K. wants YOUR parties must pay the Joker,
address.
and a One Act Post Party

and it was a Haunting Hallo
ween ...

Script...

Rumor has it another bash is
This holiday definitely shifted "on-tap" at the tye-dye capital of
its emphasis from young children Bryn Mawr 3L's Ross E's and
and Trick-or-Treat to masquerad Dave W's. Hopefully the Bad Cat
ing college fools. Well, maybe the Daddies will unveil a few new
emphasis hasn't changed at all.
CDs to mesmerize the crowd at
3L Bettina T., 2L Valerie L., their traditional pre-turkey stu
and IL Karen P. sponsored the por. Tentatively slated for Tues
most crowded occasion. The day before Thanksgiving (so all
palace was packed from the dun can get rid of their hangovers
geon to the belfry. The decorations before facing Mom and/or Dad),
were excellent and we applaude this promises to be a festive
the coordination between the City occasion. Aren't classes the day
Line monster bash and the demon before a vacation optional?
ic duplex at Penn Street. Betina,
Until next month. Good Night
Valerie, and Karen's prep-party and Good Gossip!!
creeped to Penn Street at 11:00 to
continue into the wee-witching
hours.
Some of the costumes worth
honorable mention:3L Kevin, the
head-less horseman, M. (another
year you don't show your face, are
you trying to tell us something?);
the IL Mob (hey guys, wish you
would have taken off those shades
and given the ladies a peek at the
baby blues — let's face facts,
anything to help a waning social
life!); 3L Grace, Eve G. (isn't it
true you are still seeking the
What would Judge Ginsforbidden fruit?); 3L Nancy, the
burg's first words have been in
angel, J. (we all know what that
the robing room of the Supreme
was a load of!!); 3L Harry, Spuds,
Court?
K. (we always thought you were
"Don't 'Bogart' that petition,
a "LITE"-weight, Har); 2L Fred,
my friend."
4: * *
Mr. T., A. (let's get some origi
nality by third year, Fred); and 3L
What did Joe Biden tell his
Dave, the Joker, P. (need we say
staff about the fate of his
more?). It was a wild night to say
campaign?
the very least and it was an
"We have nothing to fear,
interesting touch to have every
but fear itself."
tap upset by Gremlins. Nice
effects by the decorating commit

Prof. J. Maule
library. Some of the subjects
presently included under the
CALI heading are: civil procedure;
evidence; alimony; childcare; cred
it and filing status. According to
Professor Maule, "The basic
concept is that if the student
answers a multiple choice or short
answer question incorrectly, the
program then gives a message to
the student to explain why the
student is incorrect, suggests the
student read a particular point of
law, or think about some
concept."
Since CALI is an extremely new
field, however, there are many
subjects not yet covered. Moreov
er, there are many law schools in
the country that are yet unaware
of the significance of computer
assisted instruction. Computers
are already a commonplace tool
that students use for research and
writing assignments. Computer

as a preview of concepts to be
discussed in class. Students can
acquire a general overview of a
particular area of the law, with
related exercises, prior to class
discussion.
The creation of a CALI program
also provides an excellent oppor
tunity for faculty and students to
interact on a personal basis.
Student research assistants have
been enlisted to help with the
intense organizational process
involved with formatting a pro
gram. Students, in addition, gain
valuable insight into the dynamics
of computer programming.
Professor Maule is pleased by
the positive and enthusiastic
response from students who have
tried the CALI programs. He
expects the programs to greatly
assist law students in mastering
the growing complexities of Amer
ican law.

SEEN
ANd

HEARCI

Prof. H. Perritt

FEATURES
TAKING
By Walter Lucas

$TOCK

"Panics sometimes have their
that can do relatively well even
uses," wrote Thomas Paine
in a slow economy. Shearson
around the time of the Revolution.
Lehman strategists believe that
"Their duration is short and the
initial industrial leaders of any
mind soon grows through them
recovery will be the Chemical,
and acquires a firmer habit."
Electrical and Machinery stock
What panic old Tom Paine
groups. Prudential-Bache echoes
witnessed to develop such insight
those calls, recommending an
emphasis fairly balanced between
is lost in our colonial history, but
industrial companies and what its
the market's October crash makes
strategists call "safe consumer
his words seem as fresh as new
paint. Certainly, investors have
names"; i.e., companies that can
live through a slower and
hopefully learned a few firmer
undoubtedly tougher consumer
habits. It is unlikely that stock
spending environment.
prices will probe the stratosphere
for some time. Nor is it likely that
All this could mean disappoint
T. Boone Pickens and his band of
corporate raiders will ever seem ment relative to where stock
prices were prior to the market
quite so formidable again.
Despite their stoic calm through crash, but not disappointments
out the storm, even the most from current levels. Lest anyone
bullish of Wall Streeters conceded be accused of sounding bullish,
that markets don't panic because strategists are quick to note that
general conditions are considered markets often are less likely to go
sound. Panic, they say, reflects straight then to go straight down.
the mass intuitive assessment But, although the weeks ahead
that there is a basic fragility in will be choppy, Shearson Lehman
financial affairs.is a basic fragility analysts see the Dow Jones Indus
in financial affairs. That fragility, trial Average moving toward a
having been exposed, will not be 2200 to 2300 target zone in the
forgotten easily, though the foreseeable future. Hardly
bearish.
markets are healing nicely.
So what does all this mean for
"The bull market as we know
investment strategy? If there is a it up through August is over,"
consensus among market strate says Frank Korth, Shearson Leh-^
gists, it's a conservative, "back to • mail^s chiefmark^
basics," one. Smith Barney has the market is now rebuilding. I
colloquially dubbed its after-the- think we've seen the lows. The
fall strategy, "Rust or Bust," 100-point days are behind us." In
emphasizing industrial companies both directions, we might add.
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ASK AUNT EMMA
Dear Aunt Emma:

I recently started going out with
one of my classmates. Everything
was great at first, but now there
are some problems. I think we're
both beginning to feel the end-ofthe semester crunch — you know,
outlining, exams, interviewing,
etc. We've both been so busy that
we don't seem to spend much time
together anymore. How do you
make a law school relationship
work given all of these external
demands on our time?

second
thoughts
Dear Second Thoughts:

—

Second

year,

I think you have to be honest
with yourself. Although the times
together are few, are you com
municating? Do you really believe
that the problems you're expe
riencing are solely the result of
time constraints? If the answer to
these questions is yes, and you
want to make sure that this
person remains a part of your life
in some way then I'd say you
should be patient. The last thing
either of you needs at this point
is someone placing unrealistic
demands on you. Try to focus on
the friendship that exists between
you and work on that. If, however,
you're in a general state of con
fusion as to why you even asso
ciate yourself with this person,
you'd better step outside of the
relationship. Try to think of the
reasons why you like this person's
company, and what you feel is

be at an intramural sporting event
or a late-night social scene, this
"hot-head" can be seen and/or
heard erupting at the drop of a
hat or expression of any view
contrary to his. I guess we've
tolerated his temper so long as it
was directed at males. But lately
his ire has turned on females;
well, at least one so far. How do
we, his colleagues, tell him to
grow up and start acting like a
professional?

— Sick-and-Tired
Dear Tired:

Although your protective atti
tude toward your female colleague
is endearing, I'm sure she can
more than handle the situation
herself. I think the best approach
with this guy would be to try some
diplomacy. However, since these
outbursts appear to be pretty
standard fare for this guy, any
thing you say probably won't
influence him in any way. I
always feel that the best approach
in handling egocentric people is
simply to ignore them and walk
away. It irritates them more that
you don't CARE what their opin
ion is than it will for you to tell
them the error of their ways. As
for professionalism, this guy will
still be annoying in the so-called
"real" world. You can only hope
this guy helps himself.

Dear Aunt Emma:

I'm not exactly a child of the
sixties, but I've done a few things
that I don't think our increasingly
puritanical society would think
are indicative of "good character."
After the Judge Ginsburg fiasco,
should I start limiting my career
choices?

— Up in Smoke
Dear Smoke:

Where's it all going to end? It's
frightening how increasingly
intrusive the questions of "char
acter" are becoming for nominees,
public figures, etc. The next line
of questioning will probably pond
er whether someoneconsumes too
much alcohol, or too many
cigarettes. Why not find out how
well sheinteracts with her family,
friends, and associates? We have
to start asking ourselves as citi
zens, what are we hoping to find?
Should we be evaluating nomi
nees, or political candidates on
whether their children were born
out of wedlock, or rather on their
credibility, their past record in
opinions, contributions they've
made, and dedication to ideals?
Start making your government
responsible, and don't you DARE
back away from a challenge you
feel passionately about.

you re unhappy in this relation
ship and you feel this associate of
yours is totally without any
substance as a human being, GET
OUT. I think your mental health
and self-respect will experiencean
upswing.

Dear Aunt Emma:

mKjn
mmii/mmm

mHJim
Kaplan-SMHBar Review Services
has over 100 full-service centers,
nationwide, standing ready to honor
the terms of your present agreement
for bar review preparations.

To leam more, contact:
§>. MSIANUYH.

mKAF
K/VPLAN-SMH

^ IBARR
BAR REVIEW SERVICES
(800)223-1782 (800) 343-9188

For three years now I've heard
horror stories about one of our
classmates who doesn't work and
play well with others. Whether it

The Hand Doesn't Lie
By Rhonda

With the influx of a staggering
number of students in law school,
modern and progressive firms are
looking beyond the ordinary
resume and life experiences to
further pare down their pool of
potential associates. The law firm
of Holmes, Cardoza, Shyster and
Darrow, P.C. have begun to use
palmistry as a means to eliminate
deadbeats and future problem
lawyers.
A spokesperson for the firm,
Madame Aurora, relates that
palmistry has been used by doc
tors and those with foresight for
centuries. "It is an easy method
to assess the karma of the lawyer
and whether he/she will be suc
cessful at our firm. Some of our
bigger clients include the ghosts
of Christmas past, present and
future."
There are basic things to look
for in a person's hand and, unUke
a resume. The shape of the hand
is very important. We are looking
for a person with a narrower
palm. The person with a square
hand is a. person who values
productivity and if we are falling
behind in billable hours, we will
hire this person. If, however, we
need a counselor or a family
lawyer, w^ look to the narrow
palm as an indication of a sensitive
person.
The person with an usually
long first, or Jupiter finger, is not
sought by our firm. This indicate^

leadership qualities and we have
enough partners already.
We look for the person with a
long middle or Saturn finger as
this indicates a strong sense of
duty and responsibility. We feel
that a person should at least
devote twelve hours a day and
Saturdays to the firm. Caution,
however is urged here because
this may indicate a sense of duty
to the community and we do not
want to increase our pro bono
workload.
While we cannot reveal all of
our secrets, the basic line mark
ings of the hand are also used in
the evaulation. The lifeline begins
above the thumb and ends in the
palm or by the wrist. If the lifeline
ends before the end of the palm,
it indicates a lack of vitality and
we are not sure this person would
be able to fulfill our billable hours
requirement. The further the line
arcs toward the mount of luna, the
greater the tendency to change
direction in ones life.
Draw an imaginary line from
the middle finger through the
middle of the palm (any applicant
with a ballpoint pen mark here
will be suspect). Where this imagi
nary line intersects the lifeline is
approximately the 35 year mark.
We are cautious about applicants
who have a wide arc after this
point, we are not sure they will
stay with our firm.
The heart line starts at the edge
of the palm away from the thumb

and moves across the palm towiard
the first Jupiter) finger. If this
line ends on the pad of Jupiter (the
mount), it indicates a balanced
approach to love. Since we are
seeking, at the very least, people
who will not expect any outside
relationships or infirm complica
tions, we look for the person with
the heart line ending on or before
the mount of Saturn (the middle
finger). This person is always
seeking love.
The head line starts above the
life line and moves away from the
thumb side of the palm. A short
line (ending on or before the
Saturn mount) indicates good
memory.
This person is usually good at
taking tests and was probably
Law Review. We, however, look
for the person whose line extends
to the mount of Luna and even
iorks on this pad. This person has
wide interests and a creative bent.
We see this person as an asset to
general law and this person will
also be an excellent litigator as he/
she has the creativity to think on
his/her feet.
Finally, the Lawyer's Line is a
head line which forks at the end
and is relatively high in the hand.
It shows the ability to see both
sides of the question and a natural
talent for investigation.
Therefore, do not be surprised
if, in your next interview, you are
asked to show the interviewer
your palms — this is a method
for the future.
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THREE REASONS

-mm

•

^ r-#P-v

WHY MORE STUDENTS ARE
CHOOSING KAPLAN-SMH
BAR REVIEW COURSE

•fc k

-t -

1

INTENSIVE
QUESTION REVIEW;

Over eighteen hours of in-class
question analysis by experienced law school professors is an
integral part of every SMH and Kaplan-SMi Bar Review course
at no extra cost

2 explained for you—notyououtlined—in
need to know for your bar exam is
our comprehensive texts.
NARRATIVE
TEXTS: The law

3

UNPARALLELED
CONVENIENCE^ Preparation for the bar exams of nine
teen jurisdictions is available at over 100 Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Centers nationwide (except in New England, D.C.,
Maryland, and New Mexico where courses sure administered by
SMH).

PREPARATION FOR
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Dist. of Columbia
Florida

Illinois
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
Texas
Vermont
Virginia

If you plan to practice in any of these jurisdictions, your first step should
be to contact your campus rep or your loc^ Stanley Kaplan Educational Center.

A $50 deposit secures all Kaplan-SMH discounts in effect at the time of deposit. In addi
tion, it entitles you to SMH Law School Summaries I or II and review lectures.* All
amounts paid will be credited to any SMH or Kaplan-SMH Bar Review course.
• Review lectures (video & audio) are available at our centers — WHEN FOi/^NEED
THEM.

^

STANLEY H.

[^KAPLAN-SMH

^ I BAR REVIEW SERVICES

Seeyour Campus Rep, or call:
(215) 546-3317
(609) 665-2293

(800) 223-1782 (800) 343-9188
<01987 Kilptw SMH

mtim

^

:

V

-
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Juveniles On Death Row
ISSUE:
Whether the death penalty is a proper form of punishment for

V

juveniles convicted of first degree murder?

Photos by
John Gambescia

"My personal moral and social
conviction is that the death penal
ty can never be justified. Since it
is specifically provided for in the
Constitution and by Supreme
Court decisions, it is legal. Inter
national treaties are not relevant
since they cannot have unconsti
tutional domestic effects. I would

restrict capital punishment in
every possible way; therefore, I
would find it inapplicable to
minors. If the 'threat to society'
allegation is proved then incarcer
ation is the appropriate
punishment."

"Generally, I'm against the
death penalty for anyone.
Although death is pretty effec
tive punishment, it hardly reha
bilitates the individual. I also
think that the way the penalty is
Steven P. Frankino, Dean carried out, with the delays and
appeals, does little to deter others
from killing.
"I believe that the death penalty
is meted out on extremely racist
grounds. It goes against my

notions of fairness that a black
man who kills a white woman is
a zillion times more likely to get
the death penalty than a white
man who kills a black man.
"I also don't think it's a justi
fication for the death penalty that
there's nothing else that we can
do with such criminals. That kind
of comment reflects more on the
inadequacies of our criminal jus
tice system. You shouldn't kill
somebody because you can't figure

out what else to do with him.
"I'm not ignorant of the grue
some circumstances that lead
judges and juries to sentence
someone to death, but I'd really
have a hard time using my threeyears honed advocacy skills to
urge a jury to put someone to
death. Even aside from "thous
shall not kill," it seems pretty
hypocritical to kill someone as
penalty for killing someone."

"I do not believe there is an
established norm of customary
international law which prohibits
the implementation of capital
punishment.
"Rehabilitation is a noble goal,
when possible. But another goal

of criminal sentencing is punish
ment. Why waste $27,000 tax
dollars per year per prisoner?
Death is efficient and sometimes
necessary."

"An adult's criminal punish
ment should not apply to a minor's
criminal offense. The law should
not extinguish a minor's life"

because it has not been given a
chance to develop, mature and
cope with an adult world."

Clare Keefe (3L)

Should We
Kill Children?
By John Gambescia

"My opposition to the death
penalty for any criminal defendant
obviously colors my view of the
death penalty for juveniles. Aside
from retribution, which I do not
condone, the justification for
putting someone to death for a
crime seems to be that the person
is so depraved and has demon
strated such hardness of heart

On November 9, 1987, twenty
year old Wayne Thompson of
Oklahoma, who at age fifteen
helped murder his brother-in-law,
argued to the U.S. Supreme Court
that because he was so young at
the time of his crime, his death
sentence is unconstitutional and
a violation of human rights — and
that he or she is beyond hope of
of three international treaties the
rehabilitation. I don't think this
United States has signed prohib
can ever be said of a juvenile. A
iting the execution of minors. The
defendant who is a juvenile is a
prosecution argued that Wayne is
person not yet fully formed. Socie
a threat to society, mature enough
ty should not extinguish a young
to murder, and adult enough to
life on the basis of acts committed
die.
while immature."
The specific issue the court will
Professor A. Poulin address, in the words of Justice
Brennan, is whether "the delib
erate extinguishment of human
life by the state is uniquely
degrading to human life." And
whether age is a factor in reaching
that decision.

Brett Rickman (2L)

In 1976, the Supreme Court
ruled that capital punishment is
constitutional so long as it is
fairly, even-handedly and care
fully applied. In 1978, the Court
ruW that all mitigating circum
stances must be considered — age,
background, character, past crim
inal record and anything else that
could prove that he or she should
be spared.

"When a society resorts to
calculated, state-sanctioned kil
ling as a punishment, even for the
most heinous crimes, it has lost
an important aspect of its civil
ization. Further, it sends the

In our country's history, thus
far, 275 juveniles have b^n exe
cuted. Presently, twenty juvenile
offenders are on death row, with
one in Pennsylvania, one in New
Jersey and none in Delaware. Of
ironic message that killing is an the 36 states that allow capital
appropriate response. I think it is punishment by statute, 25 permit
not, and I regret the impact our the execution of juveniles.
endorsement of execution has on (Linn, "Should We Kill Our Children,"
The Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine,
our civilization."

Professor D. Brogan

October 4,1987)

Jim Robertson (IL)
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College Hoops Scoop
by Michael DeFrank
North Carolina and Syracuse
will tip-off this year's college
basketball season November 21 in
Springfield, Massachusetts. The
game will provide an early test for
two teams who should be in the
hunt for this year's national
championship. Although nobody
wins or loses a national champion
ship in November, such a great
early season match-up raises the
question who will win it all this
year. Can Indiana make it two in
a row? Can Syracuse win it after
coming so close last year? Does a
team from west of the Mississippi
have the slightest chance of win
ning the title? Will Villanova
make the tournament field? The
answer to all of the above is most
likely "NO."
Many of the experts seem to
think Purdue, Michigan, North
Carolina, Pittsburgh, Duke, Louis
ville and Indiana are the cream
of the crop in college basketball
this year. I think it's tough to pick
a national champion in February,
let alone in November. Therefore,
what I would like to do is take
a look at the individual conferen
ces and see which teams have a
chance to win their respective
conference titles.

In the Big East, Pittsburgh
should win the title this year.
There is no doubt that Pitt has
the most talent in the conference,
but they need to find some lead
ership and consistency. The trio
of Charles Smith, Jerome Lane
and Demetrius Gore should be
able to provide both for second
year coach Paul Evans. Pitt's only
real competition will come from
Syracuse. Rony Seikaly has
returned for his senior year and
the center should have a banner
season. Sophomore Derrick Cole
man has the potential to become
a dominating player. If Coleman
can avoid the sophomore jinx and
coach Jim Boeheim can manage a
shallow bench, Syracuse will give
Pitt a run for the conference title.
Georgetown, Providence and St.
Johns should be the best of the
rest. Villanova better start pray
ing for a better recruiting season.
The Atlantic Coast Conference
should be a three-team race
between North Carolina, Duke
and Georgia Tech. Dean Smith
has one of the most dominating
players in college basketball in
sophomore J.R. Reid. Reid will
attract a lot of attention from
opposing defenses and that should
free up the attention from oppos-

ing defenses and that should free
up the perimeter for Jeff Lebo. If
Smith can find a point guard to
allow Lebo to play the number two
spot, the Tar Heels will be tough
to beat for the ACC crown.
Although Carolina will be
tough, don't be surprised if Duke
walks off with the conference
title. The Blue Devils return four
starters led by 6-10 junior Danny
Ferry. Returning with Ferry will
be 6-7 John Smith, 6-5 Kevin
Strickland and 6-6 Billy King. Add
to this experience the best coach
in the ACC and Duke should win
the conference. I know a lot of Tar
Heel fans will think I'm crazy for
calling Mike Krzyzewski a better
coach than Dean Smith, but there
is much more to coaching than
just recruiting. Coach "K"doesn't
get the talent Smith gets, but he
is a better floor coach and prepares
his teams as well as any coach in
the country. Look for the Blue
Devils to have a great year.
The Big Ten race should boil
down to a three-team battle
between Purdue, Michigan and
Indiana. Purdue is the favorite to
win the title and they are many
people's choice for the best team
in the country. The Boilermakers
will be led by Troy Lewis, Todd
Mitchell and Melvin McCants.
These are hardly household
names to most basketball fans.

but they are excellent basketball
players. This should be Purdue's
year to escape from the shadow
of Indiana and make a run at a
national championship.
Challenging Purdue in the Big
Ten will be Michigan, which has
the talent to be an awesome
basketball team. The Wolverines
return two potential AilAmericans in Gary Grant and
Glenn Rice and will debut the
talents of 6-10 Terry Mills, 6-2
Rumeal Robinson and 6-8 Sean
Higgins. The only worry in Ann
Aarbor is that all of this talent
won't be able to play as one unit.
It will be up to Coach Bill Freider
to mold his talented players into
an unselfish team. In the first
season after the Steve Alford era,
Bob Knight should have his Indi
ana Hoosiers in the thick of the
Big Ten race again. Indiana
returns three starters from last
year's national championship
team and has added a talented
JuCo transfer, Mark Robinson,
and two highly recruited fresh
men, Jay Edwards and Lyndon
Jones. Knight will have the most
talent he has had in years and that
will mean trouble for the rest of
the conference.
In the SEC this year, it should
come down to a battle between
Kentucky and Florida. Kentucky
has a wealth of young talent,

including sophomore Rex Chap
man, and the "other Wildcats"
should be the class of the confer
ence. In the Metro Conference,
Louisville should waltz its way to
the title and return to the tour
nament after missing the party
last year. And if anybody really
cares, UCLA and Arizona will
battle it out for the PAC 10
championship and the honor of
proving in the tournament just
how weak basketball is in the
West.
There you have my opinion of
how the conference races should
shape up this year. Once again,
the Big Ten, Big East and ACC
will be the dominant conferences
during the regular season. The
teams in the SEC will take turns
beating each other and only one
or two teams will emerge from
conference play with exceptional
records. However, the SEC is a
conference loaded with athletes
and SEC schools will surprise
people in the tournament. As for
choosing a national champion, I'll
wait and see how the contenders
survive their regular season sche
dules before choosing which team
I think will be celebrating in
Kansas City in early April.
Mike DeFrank, a 3L and Indiana
alum, picked the Hoosiers to win
the national championship last
year.

...

Congratulations on the engagements of
3L Martha Baskett
(to Joseph Chovanes, '87) and
3L Joseph Zack (to Carolyn Moran, '87)

Fall '88 Fed Tax Quiz
ANSWERS

Docket Exclusive;

Fall '88 Fed Tax Quiz

Federal Income Taxation
Prof. Maule

Fall 1988
l:A

FIRST QUIZ

(1) There are twenty questions in this quiz,; There are
twenty (20) minutes in which to answer the questions.
(2) Answer the questions on this sheet.
(3) Write lecibly.
(4) Use any Materials> but do not share materials.
Interpret each of the following expressions, simplified to a
common word or phrase:

M.D.
Ph.D.
J.D.

STAMP
I

9. YOUJUSTUS

13.

WHAB
LONG

6. R|E]A|D{1|N|G

10. SCMALG

14. R
ROAD
A
D
18. DEATB|L1FE

7.

GROUND
FEET
FEET
FEET
FEET
FEET
FEET

4.

MAM
BOARD

LE

8.

MIMD
MATTER

VEL

R

12. DICE
DICE

16. CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE

19. HE-SIBIHSELr 20. lil

0

111

O

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Sandbox
Three degrees below zero
Six feet underground Man overboard
I understand
Reading between the lines
Split level
Mind over matter
Just between you and me
Backwards glance
High chair
Paradise
Long underwear
Crossroads
Downtown
Tricycle
Touchdown
Life after death
He's beside himself
Circles under the eyes

Maule's Response:
A challenge: In 500 words or
less, describe the Federal Income
Taxation B course, using each of
the preceding phrases at least
once. The description can be an
essay, a dialogue, a poem, or any
other form of written expression.
Entries that Walter Lucas likes
will be published.

VLS Seventh Annual Client Interviewing and Coun
seling Competition will be held from January 14,1988 through
the Final Round on February 3, 1988. Students participating
as "attorneys" or "clients" can obtain very valuable experience
entailing only a few hours of time.
All second and third year students are strongly encouraged
and invited to participate in the Competition as "attorneys."
Participation is by two-person teams. You can sign up your
team on the list in the Receptionist's Office. DEADLINE
FOR SIGNING UP IS WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23,
1987 AT NOON. Why not sign up now? If you are looking
for a partner, please speak to Dean Garbarino.
Each team is presented with a short memorandum from the
legal secretary setting up the appointment and briefly noting
the reason the client wants the appointment. Participants are
evaluated on their lawyer-like professionalism, ability to elicit
the detailed facts (known only to the client and judges),
competency in analyzing the alternatives available to the client
and related practical client-oriented advice. No briefs or
interview memos are involved. A tape of prior year finals
is on reserve in the Library for viewing.
Clients are first year and other nonparticipating students
with acting talent. Elimination rounds are judged by panels
consisting of two alumni with considerable experience and one
faculty member. The finals are judged by three alumni who are
usually prominent experts in the field of law principally involved
in the client's problem.
The winning team represents the Law School in the Regional
Competition on February 11, 12, and 13, 1988. The National
Client Counseling Competition sponsored by the American Bar
Association will be held March 10, 11, and 12, 1988 at the
University'bf New Mexico in Albuquerque, New Mexico. In 1985
the VLS Team won the National Championship, which was held
in Malibu, California.
First year students, and second and third year students not
participating as attorneys, are invited to sign up as "clients"
in the Competition on the list in the Receptionist's Office.
You will need the time for only one evening of three interviews.
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Results of • • •

Best

of
Most Congenial Prof: Even

if you've never had him/
her for a class, name the prof most lii<ely to sit at your breakfast/
lunch table or greet you in the halls. Our acid test is the prof
we'd most like to bring home to meet our families.

Prof. Leonard Packel captured more than
75 percent of all votes cast, with Prof. John
Dobbyn a distant second.
Most "In-Touch" Prof:

The prof who's no slave to
his/her syllabus, and goes out of their way to incorporate news
events, real-world anecdotes or commentary on cutting-edge legal
issues into the lecture material.

Prof. John Hyson edged out Prof. Richard
Turkington in a very close race, which also
featured Prof. Henry Perritt garnering some
Honorable Mention votes.

Best Male Prof: We're talking competence here, not just
^,,„«=r-T»ngeniaWy. Who
_
to generate enthusiasm for sfudying it?"
Former Dean John Murray eked out a slim
majority of ballots cast over Profs. Hyson and
Turkington, who tied for second. Honorable
Mentions included Profs. Perritt (again), Leonard
Packel, Jim Maule and Fred Rothman.
Best Female Prof: same criteria as above.
Prof. Anne Poulin won this category by a
wide margin over Prof. Doris Brogan, for whom
students on their own initiative cast the most
"2nd Place" votes, interestingly, some 30
percent of students voting noted that they'd
never had a female professor here at VLS.
Best Prof: If

you really had to choose between Best Male
and Best Female...

Prof. Hyson and ex-Dean Murray tied here
for first, in a scattered vote that also named Profs.
Perritt, Turkington, Poulin, Maule and Rothman
(in that order).
Best Adjunct:

The part-time prof you wish would teach

full time.

No clear winner here. In fact, 30 percent of
the students casting ballots in this category
noted that they'd never taken a course taught
by an adjunct. Honorable Mentions go to Janet
Perry (Civil Pretrial Practice), Alice Ballard
(Employment Discrimination) and Hasting Griffin
(Trial Practice).
Best Exam-iner: The prof

whose final exams most fairly
and interestingly encompass the body of knowledge he/she
imparted during the semester; not necessarily the best grader.

No less than 10 Profs garnered votes in this
category, with a very slim majority going to Prof.
James Maule for his quiz system in Fed Tax
which students said gave them a better idea
of what to expect on the final exam.

H

Villr

ere they are! Your picks for the best of
VLS, those instructors who in your view
make that extra effort. With only 120 ballots
cast (approximately 20 percent of the student
population), the results are anything but
scientific. But they are illustrative of the
qualities that students think make for good
teachers and mentors. At the very least, we hope
that our informal poll serves to reinforce those
faculty members who are already on the right
track and alerts everyone to the need for
publishing student evaluations so that other
instructors have a guide for getting on track.

Best Review-er: The prof who not only gives you a crystal
clear indication of the material to be covered on the exam, but
demonstrates the best way for conveying it.

Most Likely Practitioner: The faculty

Prof. Poulin captured 50 percent of the vote
here, with Profs Perritt and Lurie splitting most
of the remaining ballots.

Prof. Walter Taggart won this category
mainly on the strength of what students called
simply "his intelligence and pragmatism." Profs.
Sirico, Rothman and Perritt were also named.

'Most Socratic:

The prof who makes the legendary
Kingsfield look like a pussycat; who, when asked the time of day,
might retort: "Does anybody really know what time it is?"

Prof. Fred Rothman, in a runaway, captured
over 80 percent of the ballots cast. Left in his
dust was Prof. Joe Dellapenna.
Best Hypos: The prof

who constructs the most fascinating
hypothetical questions, which serve to more easily impart
otherwise abstract legal concepts.

icIgecyjuL
ieiitti
fms^fnui^Ber^
vote. The latter, however, was lauded on several
ballots for his ability to construct hypos that "go
on for days ... heck, semesters."
Most Demonstrative: The

most gesticulatlve prof; one
who most effectively inflects his/her tone of voice and is not afraid
to act out the facts of a case on occasion.

No contest here! Prof. Doris Brogan captured
nearly 90 percent of the votes cast. "Definitely
the queen of gesticulation," remarked one ballot.
"One of the hardest classes in the law school
to fall asleep in," noted another.
Best ShOW-n-Tell:

The prof who avails himself/herself
of every opportunity to use visual aids and/or props to explain
any case.

Prof. Arnold Cohen won here for his
surrealistic use of copy paper box lids as
refrigerators and other inventory that might be
the subject of commercial transactions. Not far
behind, though, was Prof. Howard Lurie, whom
students credited with "clever use of crude
visual aids" such as toothpaste tubes and
mouthwash bottles.
Best Advisor: The faculty advisor who keeps in touch and
actually advises you with respect to exam preparation, course
selection, job prospects, etc.
Prof. Poulin won this category with over 40
percent of the ballots cast, many from students
who were quick to admit that they weren't her
advisees but received more guidance from her
than their appointed advisors. Honorable
Mentions go to Profs Packel, Maule, Levin,
Rothman and Hyson. Interestingly, several
ballots were cast for "none."
Most Likely Judge: The faculty member

you'd most like
to argue before in a court of law; one who you think has an
open mind, and wouldn't get so lost in the legal mumbo-jumbo
as to lose sight of the parties' real interests.

Prof. Poulin captured 60 percent of the vote
here, followed by Prof. Perritt with some 20
percent of all ballots cast.

member you d
be most likely to hire as your attorney, or associate with
professionally in practice.

Most Likely Legislator: The faculty member you'd elect
to a public office for his/her ability to spot a deficiency in the
law and propose a way to correct it.

A tie between Profs. Lurie and Perritt,
followed closely by another tie for second place
between Profs. Hyson, Sirico and Rothman.
Renaissance.

proficiency in some field othe.r than law; one conversant with

an array of non-legal topics ranging from art to politics.

Dean Willard O'Brien edged out Profs
Dellapenna and John Cannon here, with an
Honorable Mention to Prof. Turkington.

Prof With Most Unrealized Potential: A

gem
in the rough who, with a little time and effort, may become one
of the best.

Prof. Brogan captured 50 percent of the
votes here, with many of the ballots predicting
"Best Prof" honors in her not too distant future.
Profs Cannon, Taggart, Maule and Lurie were
^ also named.
Prof You'd Most Like to Hear Speak at
Commencement: In case our celebrity speaker contracted

laryngitis on graduation morning, the Prof who could fill in and
say something meaningful for us and our families to take with
us as we cross the border into lawyerdom.

Prof. Jack Dobbyn won here with 40 percent
of the vote, followed closely by Prof. Perritt. Also
named were Profs. Maule, Packel, O'Brien and
Rothman — but only if the latter would restrict
the body of his speech to declarative sentences.

Editor's Notes:

1. The names of Profs Perritt and Turkington appeared
so frequently in so many categories that it warrants mention
here, if only to suggest their diverse talents and widespread
regard their students have for them.
2. While we only asked students to recognize positive
qualities in their teachers, some couldn't resist the
temptation to point out some negative traits of even the
better teachers. "Out of touch," "impersonal" and "sexist"
were three such traits most frequently mentioned.
3. Keeping in mind our admitted lack of scientific
method, there nevertheless appeared to be a correlation
between Profs receiving top "grades" and what students
called their "open-door" policies.
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BAR/BRI
Leaves Nothing
To Chance.
The Nation's Number One Bar Review.
Biosciences Building • 5th Floor *2100 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103 • (215) 563-4988

